FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
DTS introduces the SLICE Data Recorder
Seal Beach, CA (February 2, 2009) --- Diversified Technical Systems, Inc.
(DTS), a leader in ruggedized data recorders for high performance testing and
evaluation applications, announces the next generation in miniature data
recorders.

The SLICE MICRO™ and SLICE NANO™ products are the latest

additions to DTS’s e-SENSING brand launched in 2008 to meet the needs of
emerging test and monitoring applications.

DTS is now introducing SLICE to

the test market with specific features and functions that benefit integration into
crash test dummies and head and leg forms as well as use in vehicles for crash
and NVH testing.
The SLICE modular product design enables users to create flexible, customized
systems by stacking and chaining units together to achieve the exact feature
set and channel combination desired. Configurable in three-channel increments
with up to hundreds of channels possible, SLICE is fully software-configurable
(sample rate, recording time, gain, offset, triggering, anti-alias filtering, etc.)
and exceeds both SAE J211 and ISO 6487 requirements.
size/performance ratio is truly revolutionary.

The SLICE NANO

A nine-channel SLICE NANO

recorder with 16 GByte memory has a volume of less than 1 cubic inch!
The DTS e-SENSING brand includes embeddable data recorders featuring the
exceptional durability, reliability and quality of DTS’s legacy products in highly
configurable, micro and nano packages.

DTS is the world’s leader in design and manufacture of data recorders for
human injury analysis and assessment.

The DTS product line includes

TDAS PRO, TDAS G5 and now SLICE data recording devices that are recognized
as the premier equipment for car manufacturers and suppliers for vehicle crash
testing and design verification.
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Nine-channel SLICE NANO™ mounted on
Hybrid III 6 year old upper neck load cell.
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